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Prologue

In the previous lecture we studied a tiny amount of the enormous mass of evidence supporting
the existence of microevolution and speciation. But what about how fundamentally differ-
ent kinds of organisms, like fish, amphibians, reptiles, mammals, birds and dinosaurs? Can
evolution explain how they arose as well? The answer, as we will see in this lecture, is yes.
Most of the evidence comes from 3 sources—the fossil record, the anatomy of currently liv-
ing forms, and DNA of current living forms. The fossil record is extremely sparse—most
organisms that have ever existed have perished and left no trace. Astonishingly, despite that
fact, essentially every fossil we find appears to be a transitional form between already known
species. The picture above gives an example—it shows fossils that show the transition from
land-dwelling hoofed mammals to sea-going cetaceans (whales and dolphins). That different
kinds of organisms descend with modification from other forms is also supported by homologous
structures—anatomical and physiological similarities that are inherited from a common ances-
tor. The human forelimb, for example, is organized with the same bones as all other terrestrial
vertebrates, including whales, lizards, bats, dogs and frogs. And the genes that make whale
fins are identical to those that make our arms. This makes sense if we inherited those genes
from a common ancestor with whales.
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1 Vocabulary

Law of Succession Homologous traits Fossil
Transitional forms Analogous traits Pseudogene

2 How do we know that evolution creates new kinds of

organisms?

2.1 Reading

� Required: §2.3 of the textbook (Herron and Freeman, 2014).

2.2 Concept Questions

1. What is a Pacific leaping blenny Alticus arnoldorum? Which of the following blennies
is considered transitional and why: Alticus arnoldorum, Praealiticus labrovittatus, or
Bleniella gibbifrons?

2. What bird-like characteristics does Archaeopteryx possess? What dinosaur-like charac-
teristics does it have?

3. What transitional forms have we seen in the fossil record that show that birds descend
from theropod dinosaurs? What characteristics do these forms have that demonstrate the
transition?

2.3 Synthesis Question

4. Answer Question 5 on page 67 of the textbook.

3 How do we know that species on Earth share a com-

mon ancestry?

3.1 Readings

� Required: §2.4 of the textbook (Herron and Freeman, 2014).

� Optional: §2.5 of the textbook (Herron and Freeman, 2014).

3.2 Concept Questions

1. What was Darwin’s explanation for why the forelimbs of vertebrates and the flower parts
of orchids all show the same basic pattern even though the form and functions of those
structures are very diverse across species?
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2. Explain how processed pseudogenes arise. Then use the concept of common descent
to explain why all primates tested by Freidberg and Rhoads share the CALM II Ψ3

pseudogene, but only humans, chimps, gorillas and orangutans share CALM II Ψ2 and
only humans chimps and gorillas have α-enolase Ψ1.

3. Answer Question 7 on page 67 of the textbook.

4. Answer Question 10 on page 68 of the textbook.

5. Answer Question 11 on page 68 of the textbook

3.3 Synthesis Questions

6. Answer Question 8 on pages 67 & 68 of the textbook.
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